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1 Introduction 

This specification describes the first implementation, which is implemented in the testbed of the project 

Asset Administration Shell (AAS) Networked. On the project's server, so-called proactive AAS are 

implemented - service provider and service requester run 24/7, are publicly accessible and can 

participate in a bidding process according to the Guideline VDI/VDE-2193. The used submodels are 

created according to the latest version of the specification "AAS in details". 

Demonstrators and AAS of further initiatives and projects can be connected to this testbed and prove 

their compatibility. 

 

Figure 1: Testbed of the project Asset Administration Shell networked 

2 Scenario Description 

The concept of intelligent production includes new functionalities such as negotiations between I4.0 

components in order to fulfill a specific task with defined characteristics in a defined period of time, with 

a defined quality of service, and a defined cost range. To enable I4.0 components to cooperate with each 

other and to perform the tasks in a cooperative manner, they must be able to speak a common 

language. The recently published VDI 2193 guideline suggests a concept of a I4.0 language. The I4.0 

language is considered to be a three-level rule-based system that defines a vocabulary, a message 

structure, and semantic interaction protocols. 
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In this document a demonstrator of language is presented, which was developed at the chair of 

integrated automation of the University of Magdeburg. 

2.1 I4.0-Component 

I4.0-Component Worldwide uniquely identifiable communication-capable participant  
consisting of asset and administration shell 

Asset Administration Shell 

(AAS) 
Virtual digital and active representation of an Asset of the I4.0 
component in the I4.0 system. 

Asset An object that has a value for an organization 

 

What are the implementation variants for an administration shell? 

AAS can be provided in different forms (7). A distinction can be made between passive and active AAS. 

The term passive and active refers to the role that the AAS plays in the value chain.  

Administrative shells that take on a passive role provide all their information content without initiating 

their own actions.  

A management shell plays a passive role if it is exchanged as a file between partners.  

A passive role, however, is also played by administration shells that are servers in a client-server 

relationship or slaves in a master-slave relation and can be accessed, for example, via an IP-based API.  

Administrative shells that interact with each other via the I4.0 language play an active role. This 

corresponds to the peer-to-peer interaction pattern. The active AAS establish contact with each other 

and perform cooperative tasks without higher-level, centrally controlling, non-AAS-based applications. 

Passive AAS in file format - as described in VWSiD [4] in XML or JSON format - provide a standardized 

way to make all information associated with the asset available to authorized user groups according to 

the details approved by the asset owner. This concept represents a new quality, as it enables 

standardized information exchange across all life phases of assets. 

Passive AAS with IP/API-based access basically have the same information content as AAS in file format. 

The difference lies in the fact that the inner structure of AAS (e.g. submodels) is not visible (as with the 

file-based AAS) and is only made available via an interface. The interface design depends on the chosen 

technology. A CRUD-oriented specification is favored for this. 
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In addition to the possibilities of the CRUD-oriented administration shell, active administration shells 

can participate in horizontal protocol-based interactions, as defined for example in the VDI/VDE 2193 

guideline for the bidding process (see also [1]). The I4.0 language is designed for both types of the 

interaction patterns (vertical and horizontal). The goal is to design decentralized processes that are 

based on a certain autonomy or decision-making ability of the administrative shells.  

Source: Plattform Industrie4.0

AAS E1

AAS F1

AAS G1 AAS H1

AAS Q1

AAS C1 AAS D1

AAS A1 AAS B1

A
A

S 
Z1

Active AAS which supports

I4.0 language

I4.0 Language

Passive AAS 

as a file
Passive AAS with API 

to information models

 

Figure 2: Various forms of the administrative shell (7)  

The difference between the passive and active AAS can be illustrated by a placement in the RAMI4.0. 

The passive administration shells contain a description of properties, parameters, variables and process 

capabilities in the form of so-called submodels. This abstraction of assets can be accessed, read and 

manipulated by other components. Passive aspect of such kind of AAS means these ability to respond to 

external requests and commands and inability to take the initiative and to make the decisions to achieve 

own aims.  

Active, on the other hand, refers to the autonomous activation of interaction with external AASs, e.g. on 

the basis of an objective pursued (e.g. to act as economically as possible). 

In the business layer, technical and economic decisions are made with the help of more or less complex 

algorithms. They thus represent business processes within an AAS. Not all AAS need to provide business 

services. The AAS that provide such kind of business services are called active AAS in this document. 
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Figure 3: Assignment of the active AAS in the RAMI4.0-Model 

 

2.2 Concept of I4.0 language 

Information exchange between I4.0-Components is message-based. VDI/VDE 2193-1 defines the 

structure and types of messages in the I4.0 language.  A sequence of single messages in a dialog of two 

or more I4.0 components can be defined by different interaction protocols.  

In the Sheet 2 of VDI/VDE 2193, two interaction protocols are considered that organize a cooperation of 

I4.0-Components in the form of the bidding process. The aim is to reach legally binding value chains 

across company boundaries in a direct way between two or more I4.0 components horizontally, in which 

each participating I4.0-Component takes over a task agreed in bidding process. 

If the I4.0-Components support the interaction protocol “bidding process", they can write out the tasks 

for other I4.0-Components or take over the tasks themselves by reacting to calls for proposals. 

The special feature compared to the central coordination mechanisms is that there is no central control 

over the allocation of tasks and the relationships between the I4.0 components are not defined by the 

central element of the system. Depending on the task, each I4.0 -Component can assume the role of a 

service requester or service provider and spontaneously interact with any other I4.0 components. This is 

needed to fulfill the tasks taken over in agreed, legally binding cooperation with other I4.0 components 

that take over tasks defined in the bidding process. 
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Figure 4: Concept of I4.0-Language [5] 

 

2.3 Concept of an active AAS 

The core of the passive administrative shell are standardized submodels. These describe the properties 

and functionalities of assets and make them available in a machine-readable form.  The AAS acts as a 

standardized interface that enables the access of AAS content by other I4.0-Components. The submodels 

and their elements can thus be read and the functions/asset skills can be started or stopped. 

A semantically clear, machine-readable description of the properties and capabilities of assets is an 

important step towards increasing the interoperability and integration of automation technology 

components.  

However, there are certain industry 4.0 application scenarios that require a certain autonomy and 

intelligence of I4.0 components (e.g. order-driven production, adaptable factory). These include dynamic 

optimization of production load, avoidance of downtimes due to machine failures, order-driven 

production, as well as dynamic orchestration of production resources for cost-optimized production in 

one-lot size. 

What is striking now is that the existing concepts of the administration shell do not clarify the question 

of at which point an I4.0-Component makes decisions, even if only this feature allows the I4.0 

components to interact autonomously. 

Furthermore, it has not yet been discussed which entity is the location of the Interactions and the 

potentially necessary decisions and rules. 

In this demonstrator architecture of an active autonomous intelligent administration shell is introduced. 

Active means the possibility to react to changes in the environment and in the asset and to take the 

initiative with configurable strategies (e.g. "as fast as possible" or "as cheap as possible") in order to 

achieve one's own goals.  

Intelligence means the ability to make decisions.  
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Autonomous means the ability to define one's own relationships and interaction needs with other 

components.  

Active AAS can only become active on the basis of an appropriate knowledge base. Exactly this 

knowledge base is provided by the passive part of the AASs. Therefor the active AAS consists of two 

parts: a passive part and an active part. 
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Figure 5: General architecture of the active AAS introduced in [8] 

Proposed architectural elements of an active part of AAS: 

 Interaction Manager (IM), host the interactions state machines.  

Interaction Manager is responsible for the implementation of different semantic interaction protocols 

[VDI/VDE2193-1/2] and the call of necessary decision and optimization algorithms. Each I4.0 component 

hosts a specific set of state machines which implements the different interaction protocols. These 
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interaction patterns correspond to the purpose of I4.0-Component, i.e. these functional content, 

position in a value chain and life cycle phase [3]. 

VDI/VDE 2193-2 defines one of the important interaction protocols “Bidding process” (german: einfaches 

und erweitertes Ausschreibungsverfahren). The other interaction protocols will be defined in further 

parts of the VDI/VDE 2193. 

 Messenger is an interface of AAS, takes over the transport of messages.  

The I4.0-Language describes the interactions independent from underlying communication systems 

related to OSI. The I4.0 language describes interactions between I4.0 components at application level 

according to the OSI Reference Model (Figure 6). The VDI/VDE 2193 specifies the structure, the sequence 

of messages and their possible JSON-serialization. The messenger shown at the Figure 5 implements the 

protocol stack and takes over the transport of messages (in this demonstrator - MQTT). The Interface 

between the messenger and the interaction manager are the JSON-objects representing the messages 

according to the VDI/VDE 2193-1. 

 

 

Figure 6: I4.0-Language describes the interaction independent of the data transport 

 Component manager: orchestrates the internal interaction of elements of active part of AAS. 

In this demonstrator, the component manager is kept very simple, it decides only when the component 

has to assume which role (the role of service requester or service provider). 

 Algorithms: necessary for certain decisions in certain negotiation steps. 
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The algorithms depends on the configured objective of an AAS (e.g. feasibility check, availability check 

(e.g. by scheduler), price calculation, optimization algorithm to find the best offer etc. (Figure 5 and 

Figure 7)).  

The decision-making algorithms of the negotiating parties that lead to the submission of an proposal or 

the acceptance of an proposal are not legally prescribed. These decision-making processes take place in 

the private black boxes, which have to be individually designed. For the implementation of 

independently acting contract negotiation modules in the I4.0 components, the negotiation rules must 

be defined individually.  

The decision and optimization mechanisms will be the essential factors in determining the success of 

negotiations. These lie in the area of competition and thus outside the scope of standardization 

activities. 

 

Figure 7:  Posible architecture of an active AAS  

Features of an active AAS: 

 Intelligence as ability to make decisions according to own goals 

 Autonomy as ability to define the relationships and interaction needs with other components 

itself 

 Has a multiple decision/ optimization algorithms 

 Supports both vertical and horizontal interaction mechanisms [1] 

 Can participate in a bidding process according to VDI/VDE-2193-2 
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Assets of active I40-Components in this demonstrator can have different skills, e.g. “boring”, “laser 

cutting”, “screwing”.  

Through the combination of assets and active AAS, these machines become intelligent autonomous 

service units that provide their capabilities/skills to the other I4.0-Components in the form of services 

(german: Dienstleistungen).  

2.4 Demonstrator purpose and showcase   

Main goals of the demonstrator are: 

 Show the characteristic of the I4.0 language according to VDI/VDE 2193 

 Show message/protocol based approach for the interaction between the AAS 

 Show the implementation of horizontal interactions [1] with the I4.0 language according to 

VDI/VDE 2193 

 Show independence of the interactions from underlying communication systems related to OSI  

 Show the structure and implementation of an active AAS  

 Show the difference between an active AAS and a passive AAS 

In this version of demonstrator, the active administration shell is implemented in a simplified form. The 

goal is to introduce the concept of the active AAS and to give the user the feeling of what kind of 

decisions a fully functional active AAS should be able to make, or which optimization algorithms it should 

contain. 

The main show case is a bidding process (german: Ausschreibungsverfahren) between multiple active 

I4.0-Components.  The interaction protocol "bidding process“ presented in VDI/VDE 2193-2 offers the 

possibility of a highly flexible generation of cooperation relationships between I4.0-Components, 

especially if the tasks have to be allocated. Exactly such dynamic relations are to be realized in the sense 

of the flexible order production, in order to be able to integrate free internal or external manufacturing 

capacities as independently and as automated as possible into the own business processes. 

2.5 Implemented scenario  

The I4.0-Components implemented in this demonstrator are considered as independent service units 

that based on local knowledge and objectives act autonomously in order to achieve their own goals. 

Service units means that the components can provide some services (in the economic sense of the word. 

German: Dienstleistungen). 

Such service units are responsible for its own schedule, can verify the ability to perform certain 

production services and are able to determine their availability to complete the process by the desired 

deadline and then make proposals. They are able calculate the price of their service and include it in 

proposals.  

Therefor there are two roles, which can be taken over by active I4.0-Component participating in a 

bidding process:  

 Service Requester (initiator of a bidding process, want to order some service, sends “call for 

proposal”) 
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o “call for proposal” contains a description of a required service 

 Service Provider (provide some services, responds to a “call for proposal”, can send a “proposal”) 

o “proposal” contains a description of a service that can be provided 

Asset

I4.0-Component
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 Figure 8: Basic demonstrator structure  

The I4.0-Component consists of an asset and its asset administration shall (AAS). The AAS that support 

the bidding process are the active AAS. The concept of an active AAS is discussed in detail in further 

chapters. 

The active I4.0-components that participate in the bidding process are divided into two groups. One I4.0-

component plays the role of the service requester (SR) i.e. the initiator of a bidding process. The other 

I4.0 components become the role of subcontractors (service provider - SP). SR sends the “call for 

proposal” and waits for the answers from service providers. SP receive the “call for proposal”, evaluate it 

(prove if they are able to execute the required service, if they are available in required time, calculate the 

price of service providing) and sends their answers to the service requester back. The possible answers 

of the SP are:  

 “Proposal” 

 “not understood” (if requested submodel (service) is not known) 

 “refuse” (if other parameters of requested service do not fit/ if the feasibility check failed) 

  it is also possible not to react. 

The SR selects the best proposal and informs the I4.0 component which has sent it. In this version of the 

demonstrator, the SR selects the best proposal on the basis of the price and the time of service 
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provision. According to VDI/VDE 2193 the bidding process has to follow the following interaction 

protocol (Figure 12). 

3 Interactions between I4.0-Components 

3.1.1 Structure of messages 

According to VDI/VDE2193-1 the I4.0-Components interact message-based (Figure 9).  

 

Figure 9: Message-based interaction between I4.0-Components 

The structure of the message is shown in the Figure 9 and the Table 1. 
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Figure 10: Message structure 
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Table 1: Message structure (VDI/VDE 2193-1) 

Message-area VDI/VDE 2193-1 

Message- 

element 

Description Use Demonstrator 

Message- 

element 

Interaction-

elements 

Interaktions-

element 

Represents objects of a 

message. Receiver must 

evaluate the content himself. 

Optional interactionEl

ements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frame 

Typ Typ  Mandatory type 

Sender Sender of a message 

(administration shell ID) 

Optional sender 

Empfänger Message receiver 

(administration shell ID) 

Optional
1
 receiver 

KonversationID ID of a conversation (dialog) Mandatory conversationI

d 

NachrichtenID ID of a message Mandatory messageId 

Als-Antwort-auf Expression that references 

the original message. 

Optional inReplyTo 

Antworten-bis Time by which the answer 

must be received defined in 

unix time
2
 

 

Optional replyBy 

Semantisches 

Protokoll 

Semantic protocol „Bidding“ 

used in this demonstrator   

Mandatory semanticProto

col 

Rolle serviceRequester (SR – see 

10.1) and serviceProvider 

(SP – see 10.2) are the valid 

roles of the bidding semantic 

protocol  

Mandatory  role 

 

The VDI/VDE 2193 is in German language. For the purpose of this demonstrator the purposes of 

messages are used in English language. Table 2 provides the relations between the German and the 

English terms. 

Table 2: Relation between German and English terms 

VDI/VDE 2193  

„Typ“ 

Sender/Receiver Action Demonstrator  

„Type“ 

Horizontal interactions 

Absage I refuse to take the action you 
requested 

refuse  

Fehler I couldn't execute your request failure  

Nicht verstanden I didn't understand you  notUnderstood  

Ausschreibung I would like to receive offers in callForProposal 

                                                           
1
 Bei Broadcastnachrichten braucht keine Empfängeradress-ID angegeben werden 

2
 number of seconds that have elapsed since the Unix epoch, that is the time 00:00:00 UTC on 1 January 1970, 

minus leap seconds. 
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response to the following call for 
proposals 

Angebot I offer a proposal proposal  

Angebotsannahme I accept your proposal acceptProposal 

Angebotsablehnung I reject your proposal rejectProposal  

Informieren: 
Bestätigung  

The service was successful provided informConfirm 

 

3.1.2 Interactions between I4.0-Components 

The I4.0 components interact with each other to execute I4.0 scenarios. These interactions can be 

horizontal, i.e. between components of the same plant and factory level, or vertical, i.e. from the 

product and sensor level to the business level within or even beyond the boundaries of a company 

(Figure 11). Vertical interaction represents hierarchies in which the information-providing interaction 

partners act as servers and the requesting interaction partners are the clients.   

Higher-leve IT-System 
(MES/ERP)

Vertical interactions:
• Commands
• Information calls

Horizontal Interactions
Peer-to-Peer

Slave

Master

Peer

Vertical interactions:
• Commands
• Information calls

Slave

Peer

Slave

Peer

Slave

Peer

Scope of this demonstrator

 

Figure 11: Vertical and horizontal interactions between I4.0-Components [1] 
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An example of vertical interactions is the exchange of information between product resources and 

higher-level IT systems. MES and ERP fulfil the tasks of monitoring, planning, documentation and control 

of the production process and interactions with resources take place in the form of commands and 

information calls. In this scenario, an administration shell acts as a standardized interface of assets that 

contains the standardized information models and enables access to the parameter. The behavior of 

accessed I4.0 components is clearly deterministic from the point of view of higher-level systems. Such 

AAS are called passive in this document.  

It is different in the scenarios where certain autonomy is required from the interaction partners, i.e. 

production systems or their components, e.g. dynamic optimization of production utilization, avoidance 

of downtimes due to machine failures, order-driven production, as well as the dynamic orchestration of 

production resources for cost-optimized production in batch size one. In these scenarios, interaction 

partners meet, who both act as equal interaction initiators. For this reason, this is also referred to as 

horizontal interaction. In this interaction, both partners act as "peers". 

The administration shells ofI4.0 components can offer both forms of interaction. Accordingly, the I4.0 

language allows both horizontal and vertical interactions between I4.0 components. 

3.1.3 Horizontal interactions between active AAS (Bidding Process) 

 

 

Figure 12: Interaction protocol “Bidding” according to VDI/VDE 2193-2  
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The VDI/VDE 2193 defines the sequence of messages in the dialogs between I4.0 components. VDI/VDE 

2193-2 describes an important interaction protocol, the “bidding process”. The bidding process is 

described in detail in chapter 1.3. 

If the cooperation of I4.0 components is orchestrated according to the interaction protocol "bidding 

process", at least two situations occur in which administrative shell have to make decisions. 

On the one hand, this relates to the decision whether an asset is able to process a requested service. 

Technical and commercial aspects that require a decision are looked at. This is the case, for example, 

when a proposal is prepared. On the other hand, the requesting component must decide which of the 

received offers will be accepted. The decision/ optimization algorithms can pursue several goals. For 

example, the best economic conditions should be negotiated. 

In this version of the demonstrator, only horizontal interactions are implemented. 

4 Property-based description of a service (german: Dienstleistung) 
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Figure 13: Content of a message 5 
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As described above the active AAS in this demonstrator provide the capabilities of their assets to other 

I4.0-Components in the form of services3  (german: Dienstleistungen). In [2] the concept of the 

description of services with IEC 61360-based properties is introduced. According to this concept includes 

the property-based description of a service a technical and the comercial part. The comercial part 

describes the conditions of the service providing and includes the specification of a time, a place and a 

price of a service provision. This schema is used to describe the required services (german: 

Dienstleistungen) of service requester (call for proposal-message) and services which can be provided by 

service provider (proposal-message). 

ID of the Service

ID of Property 1

Value of the Prop. 1

ID of the Property 2

Value of the Prop. 2

ID of the Property X

Value of the Prop. X

Service „boring“

Property 1: drillingDiameter

Property 2: drillingDepth

Property X: venueOfProvision

ID of the Property Y

Value of the Prop. Y

Property Y: Delivery Date

ID of the Property Y

Value of the Prop. Y

Property Y: Delivery Date

{ 

  "submodel": [{ 

   "identification": { 

    "id": "0173-1#01- AKG243#015", 

“idshort”: “boring” 

    "submodelElements": [{ 

      "idShort": "drillingDiameter", 

      "value": "5", 

      "valueType": "string", 

      "semanticId": "0173-1#02-AAA026#007" 

     }, 

     { 

      "idShort": "drillingDepth", 

      "value": "50", 

      "valueType": "string", 

      "semanticId": "0173-1#02-AAJ214#003" 

     }, 

     { 

      "idShort": "venueOfProvision", 

      "value": "Berlin", 

      "valueType": "string", 

      "semanticId": "0173-1#02-BAF163#002" 

     }, 

     { 

      "idShort": "deliveryTime", 

      "value": "1558461600", 

      "valueType": "string", 

      "semanticId": "0173-1#02-AAO738#001" 

     }, 

     { 

      "idShort": "listPrice", 

      "value": "5", 

      "valueType": "string", 

      "semanticId": "0173-1#02-AAO739#001" 

     } 

    ] 

   } 

  }] 

 } 

 
 

 

Figure 14: Description of a service "boring" with eCl@ss-Properties. The serialization of the submodel shown in this Figure is 
not up-to-date. The serialization of the submodel corresponding to the document “administration shell in detail”, is described 
in chapter 6. 

5 Behavior of Service Requester and Service Provider by bidding  

For the description of behavior of Service Requester and Service Provider implemented in this 

demonstrator the UML activity diagrams are shown in the Figure 15 and Figure 16. These activity 

diagrams are exemplary and meant to support developers. Other equivalent state machines and activity 

diagrams can be more complex (in terms of number of states and sub states) or simpler. 

The first state after deploying of the Service Requester implemented in this demonstrator is the new call 

for proposal configuration. After SR has sent the proposal, he waits for new proposals.  

                                                           
3
 in the economic sense of the word 
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After the call for proposal was sent by interaction manager, the AAS changes to the next state “wait for 

proposals”. This state is complex and contents other states. If a proposal is received, it must be validated 

(it will be submodel ID, IDs of the properties, values of the properties checked). If the received proposal 

is not valid, an error code will be returned. If the proposal is valid, it will be stored in proposal storage. 

After the waiting time is over and at least one proposal received, the AAS changes to the state “proposal 

evaluation”. If the SR did not receive any proposals, he sends “call for proposal” again. In this state, an 

optimization problem is solved by explicitly calling an optimization algorithm. 

After the best proposal has been chosen, interaction manager sends to the winner “accept-proposal” 

message and waits for the confirmation of successful service provision. The remaining components (SP) 

receive “rejectProposal” messages.  

After component manager has selected the role SP, the AAS is in the state “wait for call for proposal”. 

After receiving the call of proposal, the interaction manager calls the capability check algorithm. The 

capability check algorithm browses the passive Part of AAS and proves if the requested submodel exists 

in his knowledge base (is known). If SP knows the submodel, in the next step it checks the technical 

parameters of the requested service (feasibility check). If the parameters match, the interaction manager 

calls the economical algorithm, which calculates the price and the time of service provision. After the 

price and the time are calculated, the interaction manager of SP sends the “proposal” to SR. If the 

requested submodel is not known, the SP sends the message “not understood” to the SR. 

After the sending of proposal, SP waits for the decision of the SR (accept proposal or reject proposal 

message).  After receiving the accept proposal message, the provision of the agreed service follows. If 

the service was successfully provided, a confirmation message will be sent to SR. After sending 

informConfirm message the SP changes its state to the “wait for call for proposal”. 

The state machines are described in the annex (chapter 10). 
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Figure 15:  UML Activity diagram describing the behavior of service requester 
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Figure 16: UML activity diagram describing the behavior of service provider 
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6 Submodel description 

In this version of demonstrator the AAS of SR and SP includes only one submodel. 

Table 3: Exemplary description of the submodel “boring” 

Submodel ID submodelEle
ment ID 

Short ID Description Value 

0173-1#01- 
AKG243#015 

X boring eCl@ss-Classification:  

 
25-09-07-02  

Boring (subcontracting) [AKG243015]  

- 

 0173-1#02-
AAA026#007 

drillingDiameter Cutting part of a combination milling tool 
that drills a hole 

- 

0173-1#02-
AAJ214#003 

drillingDepth 

 

Specification of the depth during the 
drilling 

- 

0173-1#02-
BAF163#002 

venueOfProvision Physical venue, i.e. venue where the 
service is provided. Comprising address 
field and/or location description 

- 

0173-1#02-
AAO738#001 

deliveryTime  Time period within which a product is 
delivered or a service rendered 

- 

0173-1#02-
AAO739#001 

listPrice  Value of a product or service according 
to the price list 

- 

 

The JSON serialization of the submodel “boring” shown and used in the demonstrator was created with 

the tool “AASX Package Explorer”. JSON serialization of the submodel “boring”: 
 

{ 

            "semanticId": { 

                "keys": [ 

                    { 

                        "type": "GlobalReference", 

                        "local": false, 

                        "value": "0173-1#01-AKG243#015", 

                        "idType": "IRDI" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            "identification": { 

                "idType": "URI", 

                "id": "www.company.com/ids/sm/7341_5170_7091_4616" 

            }, 

            "idShort": "boring", 

            "modelType": { 

                "name": "Submodel" 

            }, 

            "kind": "Instance", 

            "submodelElements": [ 

                { 

                    "value": "30", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 
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                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAA026#007", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "drillingDiameter", 
                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "50", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAJ214#003", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "drillingDepth", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    }, 

                    "kind": "Instance" 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "9F4H4JRR+5F", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-BAF163#002", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "venueOfProvision", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "1558461600", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 
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                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAO738#001", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "deliveryTime", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            ] 

        }  

7 Serialization of messages 

The VDI/VDE 2193-1 introduces a simple form of serialization of messages. The ZVEI SG2 working group 

"models and standards“ is developing a formal model “administrations shell in detail". In the next steps, 

the serialization of the messages must be adapted to this document. 

7.1 JSON-Serialization 

Based on the VDI/VDE 2193-1, the following serialization is used in this demonstrator: 

{ 

  "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#", 

  "id": "www.admin-shell.io.schema.json.1.1", 

  "type": "object", 

  "additionalProperties": false, 

  "properties": { 

    "frame": { 

      "$ref": "#/definitions/frame" 

    }, 

    "interactionElements": { 

      "type": "array", 

      "items": { 

        "$ref": "#/definitions/Referable" 

      } 

    } 

  }, 

  "required": ["frame", "interactionElements"], 

  "definitions": { 

    "frame": { 

      "additionalProperties": false, 

      "type": "object", 

      "properties": { 

        "semanticProtocol": { 

          "$ref": "www.admin-shell.io.vwsid.schema#/definitions/Reference" 

        }, 

        "type": { 

          "type": "string" 

        }, 

        "conversationId": { 

          "type": "string" 

        }, 

        "messageId": { 

          "type": "string" 

        }, 

        "sender": { 

          "$ref": "#/definitions/conversationMember" 
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        }, 

        "receiver": { 

          "$ref": "#/definitions/conversationMember" 

        }, 

        "replyBy": { 

          "type": "unix time
4
" 

        }, 

        "inReplyTo": { 

          "type": "string" 

        } 

      }, 

      "required": ["semanticProtocol", "type", "messageId"] 

    }, 

    "conversationMember": { 
      "type": "object", 
      "properties": { 
        "identification": { 

          "$ref": "www.admin-shell.io.vwsid.schema#/definitions/Identifier" 

        }, 

        "role": { 

          "type": "object", 

          "properties": { 

            "name": { 

              "type": "string" 

            } 

          } 

        } 

      } 

    }, 

    "Referable": { 

      "oneOf": [ 

        { 

          "$ref": "www.admin-shell.io.vwsid.schema#/definitions/AssetAdministrationShell"}, 

        { 

          "$ref": "www.admin-shell.io.vwsid.schema#/definitions/Submodel"}, 

        { 

          "$ref": "www.admin-shell.io.vwsid.schema#/definitions/ConceptDescription"}, 

        { 

          "$ref": "www.admin-shell.io.vwsid.schema#/definitions/Asset"}, 

        { 

          "$ref": "www.admin-shell.io.vwsid.schema#/definitions/Property"}, 

        { 

          "$ref": "www.admin-shell.io.vwsid.schema#/definitions/SubmodelElementCollection"}, 

        { 

          "$ref": "www.admin-shell.io.vwsid.schema#/definitions/File"}, 

        { 

          "$ref": "www.admin-shell.io.vwsid.schema#/definitions/Blob"}, 

        { 

          "$ref": "www.admin-shell.io.vwsid.schema#/definitions/ReferenceElement"}, 

        { 

          "$ref": "www.admin-shell.io.vwsid.schema#/definitions/ConceptDictionary"}, 

        { 

          "$ref": "www.admin-shell.io.vwsid.schema#/definitions/View"} 

      ] 

    } 

  } 

} 

7.1.1 callForProposal  
{ 

    "frame": { 

        "semanticProtocol": { 

            "keys": [ 

                { 

                    "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                                           
4
 number of seconds that have elapsed since the Unix epoch, that is the time 00:00:00 UTC on 1 January 1970, 

minus leap seconds. 
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                    "idType": "URI", 

                    "value": "www.admin-shell.io/interaction/bidding", 

                    "local": false 

                } 

            ] 

        }, 

        "type": "callForProposal", 

        "messageId": "cfp_123", 

        "sender": { 

            "identification": { 

                "id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/1", 

                "idType": "URI" 

            }, 

            "role": { 

                "name": "serviceRequester" 

            } 

        }, 

        "replyBy": "1558461600", 

        "conversationId": "AASNetworkedBidding2019_12345" 

    }, 

    "interactionElements": [ 

        { 

            "semanticId": { 

                "keys": [ 

                    { 

                        "type": "GlobalReference", 

                        "local": false, 

                        "value": "0173-1#01-AKG243#015", 

                        "idType": "IRDI" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            "identification": { 

                "idType": "URI", 

                "id": "www.company.com/ids/sm/7341_5170_7091_4616" 

            }, 

            "idShort": "boring", 

            "modelType": { 

                "name": "Submodel" 

            }, 

            "kind": "Instance", 

            "submodelElements": [ 

                { 

                    "value": "30", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAA026#007", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "drillingDiameter", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "50", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

https://www.eclasscontent.com/index.php?action=cc2prdet&language=en&version=11.0&id=&pridatt=0173-1%2302-AAA026%23007
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                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAJ214#003", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "drillingDepth", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    }, 

                    "kind": "Instance" 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "9F4H4JRR+5F", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-BAF163#002", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "venueOfProvision", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "1558461600", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAO738#001", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "deliveryTime", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

        } 

            ] 

        } 

    ] 

} 
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7.1.2 acceptProposal 
{ 

    "frame": { 

        "semanticProtocol": { 

            "keys": [ 

                { 

                    "type": "GlobalReference", 

                    "idType": "URI", 

                    "value": "www.admin-shell.io/interaction/bidding", 

                    "local": false 

                } 

            ] 

        }, 

        "type": "acceptProposal", 

        "messageId": " acceptProposal_123", 

        "sender": { 

            "identification": { 

                "id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/1", 

                "idType": "URI" 

            }, 

            "role": { 

                "name": "serviceRequester" 

            } 

        }, 

"receiver": { 

            "identification": { 

                "id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/2", 

                "idType": "URI" 

            }, 

            "role": { 

                "name": "serviceProvider" 

            } 

        }, 

        "replyBy": "1558461600", 

        "conversationId": "AASNetworkedBidding2019_12345" 

    }, 

    "interactionElements": [ 

        { 

            "semanticId": { 

                "keys": [ 

                    { 

                        "type": "GlobalReference", 

                        "local": false, 

                        "value": "0173-1#01-AKG243#015", 

                        "idType": "IRDI" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            "identification": { 

                "idType": "URI", 

                "id": "www.company.com/ids/sm/7341_5170_7091_4616" 

            }, 

            "idShort": "boring", 

            "modelType": { 

                "name": "Submodel" 

            }, 

            "kind": "Instance", 

            "submodelElements": [ 

                { 

                    "value": "30", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAA026#007", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

https://www.eclasscontent.com/index.php?action=cc2prdet&language=en&version=11.0&id=&pridatt=0173-1%2302-AAA026%23007
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                    }, 

                    "idShort": "drillingDiameter", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "50", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAJ214#003", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "drillingDepth", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    }, 

                    "kind": "Instance" 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "9F4H4JRR+5F", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-BAF163#002", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "venueOfProvision", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "1558461600", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAO738#001", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 
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                    }, 

                    "idShort": "deliveryTime", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

        }, 

        { 

                    "value": "5", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAO739#001", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "listPrice", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

               } 

} 

            ] 

        } 

    ] 

} 

7.1.3 Proposal  
{ 

    "frame": { 

        "semanticProtocol": { 

            "keys": [ 

                { 

                    "type": "GlobalReference", 

                    "idType": "URI", 

                    "value": "www.admin-shell.io/interaction/bidding", 

                    "local": false 

                } 

            ] 

        }, 

        "type": "proposal", 

        "messageId": "proposal_1234", 

        "sender": { 

            "identification": { 

                "id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/2", 

                "idType": "URI" 

            }, 

            "role": { 

                "name": "serviceProvider" 

            } 

        }, 

"receiver": { 

            "identification": { 

                "id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/1", 

                "idType": "URI" 

            }, 
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            "role": { 

                "name": "serviceRequester" 

            } 

        }, 

        "replyBy": "1558461600", 

        "conversationId": "AASNetworkedBidding2019_12345" 

    }, 

    "interactionElements": [ 

        { 

            "semanticId": { 

                "keys": [ 

                    { 

                        "type": "GlobalReference", 

                        "local": false, 

                        "value": "0173-1#01-AKG243#015", 

                        "idType": "IRDI" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            "identification": { 

                "idType": "URI", 

                "id": "www.company.com/ids/sm/7341_5170_7091_4616" 

            }, 

            "idShort": "boring", 

            "modelType": { 

                "name": "Submodel" 

            }, 

            "kind": "Instance", 

            "submodelElements": [ 

                { 

                    "value": "30", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAA026#007", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "drillingDiameter", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "50", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAJ214#003", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "drillingDepth", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

https://www.eclasscontent.com/index.php?action=cc2prdet&language=en&version=11.0&id=&pridatt=0173-1%2302-AAA026%23007
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                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    }, 

                    "kind": "Instance" 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "9F4H4JRR+5F", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-BAF163#002", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "venueOfProvision", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "1558461600", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAO738#001", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "deliveryTime", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

        }, 

        { 

                    "value": "5", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAO739#001", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "listPrice", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 
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                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

               } 

} 

            ] 

        } 

    ] 

} 

7.1.4 notUnderstood 
{ 

    "frame": { 

        "semanticProtocol": { 

            "keys": [ 

                { 

                    "type": "GlobalReference", 

                    "idType": "URI", 

                    "value": "www.admin-shell.io/interaction/bidding", 

                    "local": false 

                } 

            ] 

        }, 

        "type": "notUnderstood", 

        "messageId": "notUnderstood_1", 

        "sender": { 

            "identification": { 

                "id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/2", 

                "idType": "URI" 

            }, 

            "role": { 

                "name": "serviceProvider" 

            } 

        }, 

        "receiver": { 

            "identification": { 

                "id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/1", 

                "idType": "URI" 

            }, 

            "role": { 

                "name": "serviceRequester" 

            } 

        }, 

        "conversationId": " AASNetworkedBidding2019_12345" 

    } 

} 

7.1.5 refuseProposal 
{ 

    "frame": { 

        "semanticProtocol": { 

            "keys": [ 

                { 

                    "type": "GlobalReference", 

                    "idType": "URI", 

                    "value": "www.admin-shell.io/interaction/bidding", 

                    "local": false 

                } 

            ] 

        }, 

        "type": "refuseProposal", 

        "messageId": "refuseProposal_1", 

        "sender": { 

            "identification": { 

                "id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/2", 

                "idType": "URI" 

            }, 

            "role": { 
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                "name": "serviceProvider" 

            } 

        }, 

        "receiver": { 

            "identification": { 

                "id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/1", 

                "idType": "URI" 

            }, 

            "role": { 

                "name": "serviceRequester" 

            } 

        }, 

        "conversationId": " AASNetworkedBidding2019_12345" 

    } 

} 

7.1.6 rejectProposal 
{  

"frame": { 

        "semanticProtocol": { 

            "keys": [ 

                { 

                    "type": "GlobalReference", 

                    "idType": "URI", 

                    "value": "http://www.vdi.de/gma720/vdi2193_2/bidding", 

                    "local": false 

                } 

            ] 

        }, 

        "type": "rejectProposal", 

        "messageId":"rejectProposal_111", 

        "sender": { 

            "identification": { 

                "id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/1", 

                "idType": "URI" 

            }, 

            "role": { 

                "name": "serviceRequester" 

            } 

        }, 

        "receiver": { 

           "identification": { 

                "id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/2", 

                "idType": "URI" 

            }, 

            "role": { 

               "name": "serviceProvider" 

            } 

        }, 

        "conversationId": "AASNetworkedBidding2019_12345" 

    } 

} 

7.1.7 informConfirm 
{ 

    "frame": { 

        "semanticProtocol": { 

            "keys": [ 

                { 

                    "type": "GlobalReference", 

                    "idType": "URI", 

                    "value": "http://www.vdi.de/gma720/vdi2193_2/bidding", 

                    "local": false 

                } 

            ] 

        }, 

        "type": "informConfirm", 

        "messageId":"informConfirm_123", 
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        "sender": { 

            "identification": { 

                "id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/2", 

                "idType": "URI" 

            }, 

            "role": { 

                "name": "serviceProvider" 

            } 

        }, 

        "receiver": { 

           "identification": { 

                "id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/1", 

                "idType": "URI" 

            }, 

            "role": { 

               "name": "serviceRequester" 

            } 

        }, 

        "replyBy": "1589875454", 

        "conversationId": "AASNetworkedBidding2019_12345" 

    }, 

    "interactionElements": [ 

        { 

            "semanticId": { 

                "keys": [ 

                    { 

                        "type": "GlobalReference", 

                        "local": false, 

                        "value": "0173-1#01-AKG243014", 

                        "idType": "IRDI" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            "identification": { 

                "idType": "URI", 

                "id": "www.company.com/ids/sm/7341_5170_7091_4616" 

            }, 

            "idShort": "boring", 

            "modelType": { 

                "name": "Submodel" 

            }, 

            "kind": "Instance", 

            "submodelElements": [ 

                { 

                    "value": "50", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-BAB216", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "diameter", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "100", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 
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                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAA014", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "depth", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    }, 

                    "kind": "Instance" 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "9F4H4JRR+5F", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-BAF163#002", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "VenueOfProvision", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

                }, 

                { 

                    "value": "1558461600", 

                    "semanticId": { 

                        "keys": [ 

                            { 

                                "type": "GlobalReference", 

                                "local": false, 

                                "value": "0173-1#02-AAO738#001", 

                                "idType": "IRDI" 

                            } 

                        ] 

                    }, 

                    "idShort": "deliveryTime", 

                    "category": "PARAMETER", 

                    "modelType": { 

                        "name": "Property" 

                    }, 

                    "valueType": { 

                        "dataObjectType": { 

                            "name": "string" 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            ] 

        } 

    ] 

} 
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8 Interaction framework 

8.1 Overview 
This demonstrator uses MQTT as interaction framework to transport the messages between the I4.0 

components. There is no other requirement for the implementation of the AAS of the I4.0 component. 

The initial component implementation is based on node-red implementation.  

In this version of the demonstrator, two instances of an AAS are implemented. One takes the role of the 

service requester, the other the role of the service provider. These two instances are independent of 

each other and run on a cloud. 

It is proposed that the participants of the project “VWS networked” to develop their own service 

provider and service requester. The service provider developed by the project partners should be able to 

work with the cloud SR and the service requester - with the cloud SP. 

 

 

Asset

MQTT-

Broker
Publish

Call for proposal

Subscribe
Call for proposal

Asset

Asset

Asset

Service Requester

Service Provider

Service Provider

Service Provider

 

Figure 17: MQTT messaging 

MQTT broker address: c222130.online-server.cloud:1883  

Login / Password: industrie40/ %industrie:4.0    

CA-certificate download link: https://www.dropbox.com/s/v8adyaf1jlw1rd2/ca.zip?dl=0 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/v8adyaf1jlw1rd2/ca.zip?dl=0
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8.2 MQTT-Topics 
 

The exchange of information between AAS developed by the project partners and cloud AAS takes place 

via MQTT messages. 

The following topic structure is used for this.  

The cloud SR distributes its call for proposals to all interested Service Providers via the topic 

I40/Broadcast. 

An AAS ID identifies each administration shell. The ID of the SR is entered in the frame of the CFP 

message in the sender's identification field (frame/sender/identification/id).  

To receive all messages addressed to the SR, the SR subscribes to an MQTT topic, which is the same as its 

AAS ID. This means that the proposal and possibly informConfirm messages should be sent to the topic, 

which is the same as the AAS ID of the SR that originally sent the call for proposal message. 

Similarly, messages can be sent to SP. If an SP sends a proposal, an AAS ID of the respective SP should be 

entered in the sender Id field of the proposal message.  SR uses this AAS ID to send the response, e.g. 

acceptProposal or rejectProposal messages, to the SP. Accordingly, to get all messages addressed to the 

SP, the SP subscribes to a topic that is the same as its AAS ID.   

AAS-ID:  ovgu.de/AAS/SR

SR

Topic: 
I40/Broadcast

publish

Topic: 
ovgu.de/AAS/SR

Topic: 
www.admin-
shell.io/aas/2

Cloud

MQTT-Broker

subscribe publish

SP
AAS-ID:  www.admin-shell.io/aas/2

subscribe

{
"frame": {

"semanticProtocol": {
"keys": [

{
"type": "GlobalReference",
"idType": "URI",
"value": "www.admin-shell.io/interaction/bidding",
"local": false

}
]

},
"type": "proposal",
"messageId": "Proposal_1",
"sender": {

"identification": {
"id": "www.admin-shell.io/aas/2",
"idType": "URI"

},
"role": {

"name": "serviceProvider"
}

},
"receiver": {

"identification": {

"id": "ovgu.de/AAS/SR",
"idType": "URI"

},
"role": {

"name": "serviceRequester"
}

},
"replyBy": “1558461600”,
"conversationId": "AASNetworkedBidding2019_12345"

}

publish subscribe

 

Figure 18: Exemplary MQTT-Topics in the interaction between cloud SR and SP 

The cloud SP receives the incoming call for proposals via the topic I40/BroadcastSP. 
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AAS-ID:  ovgu.de/AAS/SP

SP

Topic: 
I40/BroadcastSP

Topic: 
www.admin-
shell.io/aas/3

Topic: 
ovgu.de/AAS/SP

Cloud

MQTT-Broker

publish

SR
AAS-ID:  www.admin-shell.io/aas/3

subscribe

publish subscribe publish

subscribe

 

Figure 19: Exemplary MQTT-Topics in the interaction between cloud SP and SR 

For developers support an “error” topic is introduced.  Through the messages, sent to these topics, the 

cloud AAS inform their partners about the problems that have occurred during the processing of their 

messages. The topics to which the error messages will be sent consist of two levels. The first level refers 

to the error messages and remains unchanged for all participants. The second level is separated by a 

forward slash and is the same as ID of the AAS to which this “error” message is addressed. An example is 

shown in Figure 20. Table 4 contains a description of the possible error messages. 

AAS-ID:  ovgu.de/AAS/SR

SR

SP
AAS-ID: www.admin-shell.io/aas/2

Topic: 
error/www.admin

-shell.io/aas/2

publish

subscribe

SP
AAS-ID: www.admin-shell.io/aas/4

Topic: 
error/www.admin

-shell.io/aas/3

subscribe

SP
AAS-ID: www.admin-shell.io/aas/5

Topic: 
error/www.admin

-shell.io/aas/5

subscribe

Cloud

MQTT-Broker

 

Figure 20: Example of the MQTT-Topics structure for error messages 
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Table 4: Error Messages 

Error Message Possible cause of the error 

The waiting time for new proposals has expired. The error may occur when trying to send a proposal to 

SR. The probable cause is that the waiting time for new 

proposals is exceeded. The SR is busy with processing of 

the received proposals. 

The conversation ID does not correspond with the 

expected one 

Every new CFP means a new conversation or a new 

dialogue. Such error occurs when the conversation ID 

contained in a sent message does not match the 

conversation ID specified in the CFP that was sent at 

the beginning of that conversation. 

The message's purpose does not match the expected 

one. 

The semantic interaction protocol Bidding process 

determines the sequence of the messages in a bidding 

procedure. This error may occur if the type of received 

message does not match the dialog step of the 

currently conducted conversation. 

Number of submodels does not correspond to the 
expected one  

The service “boring” covered in the implemented 

bidding process is described with a single submodel. 

This error message is sent if a message contains several 

submodels. 

The semantic ID of the submodel does not correspond 

with the expected on 

The semantic ID of the submodel does not match the 

ecl@ss-IRDI used in this version of the demonstrator. 

Number of submodel elements does not correspond to 

the expected one  

CFP message contains 4 properties. Messages proposal, 

acceptProposal and informConfirm messages include 

an additional property price. This error occurs when the 

number of properties in the message does not match 

these numbers. 

Submodel element … not found in ….  
 
 

An example of this error message is: Submodel element 
drillingDepth not found in the call for proposal.  
 
This error occurs when if the value, semantic ID, or 
idshort of the parameter mentioned do not match 
these in a message to which this message refers. 
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10 Annex – State machines 

10.1 Service requester 
Figure 21 shows the graphical representation of the SP state machine. The graphical representation is for 

fast orientation. The transition Table 5 contains the specification.  

 

Set_AAS_ID

SendCFP

EvaluateProposals

WaitForService

-/Message Type=�CallForProposal�

- [no valid proposal]/- 

- /Message Type=�acceptProposal� and Type=�rejectProposal�

Message 
Type=�serviceReady�/-

External view Internal view

WaitForSPProposals
Message Type=�Proposal�,  notUnderstood�,�refuseProposal /-

-/-

timer = xx s /-

 

Figure 21: Service Requester state diagram 

Table 5 shows the transition table of the SP state machine.  

Table 5: Service requester state machine transition table 

Source state Destination state Input Condition Output Remarks  

Set_AAS_ID SentCFP Deploy - - Initialisation of SR 

after switch on 

SentCFP WaitForSPPropos

al 

-  Message 

“CallForPropos

al” see 1.4.1 

 

WaitForSPProposal WaitForSPPropos

al 

N x Message 

„proposal“ 

see 1.4.2 

- - Collect proposals 

until cfp time is 

over 

WaitForSPProposal WaitForSPPropos

al 

M x 

Message 

„notUnderst

ood“ see 

1.4.3 

- - Collect 

notUnderstood until 

cfp time is over 
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WaitForSPProposal WaitForSPPropos

al 

K x Message 

„refusePropo

sal“ see 

1.4.4 

- - Collect rejects until 

cfp time is over 

WaitForSPProposal EvaluateProposal Timer 1 min  -  

EvaluateProposals WaitForService -  Message 

“acceptProposal

” see 1.4.5 

 

Or Message 

“rejectProposal” 

Evaluate all 

proposals, after 

algorithm is ready 

switch to 

WaitForService 

 

Evaluate SentCFP  No valid 

proposal 

Message 

“rejectProposal” 

if necessary 

Evaluate all 

proposals, after 

algorithm is ready 

switch to SentCFP 

 

WaitForService SentCFP Message 

“serviceRea

dy“ 

- -  

 

10.2 Service provider 
Figure 22 shows the graphical representation of the SP state machine. The graphical representation is for 

fast orientation. The transition Table 6 contains the specification.  

Set_AAS_ID

WaitForCallForProposal

NewCallForProposal

CheckTechParameter

PriceCalculation

WaitForAnswer

-/-

Message Type=�CallForProposal�/-

- [internalCheck-]/- or Type=�notUnderstood� or 
Type=�refuseProposal�

CheckSubmodel

CheckSubmodel

ProvideService

- [internalCheck+]/-

- [internalCheck+]/-

- [internalCheck+]/-

- [internalCheck+]/-

- /Message Type=�Proposal�

Message Type=�acceptProposal�/-

External view Internal view

Message Type=�rejectProposal�/
-

-/Type=�serviceReady�

 

Figure 22: Service Provider state diagram 

Table 6 shows the transition table of the SP state machine.  
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Table 6: Service provider state machine transition table 

Source state Destination state Input Condition Output Remarks  

- Set_AAS_ID deploy  - Initialisation 

of SR after 

switch on 

All states Set_AAS_ID reset   Set state 

machine 

back to 

set_AAS_ID 

Set_AAS_ID WaitForCallForPropos

al 

- - - After AAS 

ID was set 

WaitForCallForProposal NewCallForProposal Message 

“CallForPropo

sal” 

- - Cfp have 

been arrived 

NewCallForProposal WaitForCallForPropos

al 

- Check if 

sender 

allowed, 

current 

availability, 

….if not == 

false 

- I4.0 

component 

don’t want to 

participate  

NewCallForProposal CheckSubmodel - Internal 

availability 

== True 

 I4.0 

component 

want 

participate 

CheckSubmodel WaitForCallForPropos

al 

 Internal 

availability 

== false 

 I4.0 

component 

want not 

participate 

CheckSubmodel CheckTechParameter - If submodel 

known == 

true 

-  

CheckSubmodel WaitForCallForPropos

al 

- If submodel 

known == 

false 

Message 

“notUnderst

ood” 

 

CheckTechParameter PriceCalculation  Support 

techparamet

er == true 

-  

CheckTechParameter WaitForCallForPropos

al 

 Support 

techparamet

er == false 

Message 

“refuseProp

osal” 

 

PriceCalculation WaitForAnswer   price offer 

available 

Message 

„proposal“ 

 

WaitForAnswer WaitForCallForPropos

al 

Timer 1 min - -  

WaitForAnswer ProvideService Message 

„AcceptPropos

al“ 

- -  

ProvideService WaitForCallForPropos

al 

Timer xxs - Message 

type = 

„ServiceRea

dy“ 

- 

 


